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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6TTqi24Y8xM
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WELCOME
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THE GREY HIGHLANDS PUBLIC LIBRARY -- Wilda
Talk about:
- Our location (rural)
- Population served
- Three-branch system
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PRESENTATION OUTLINE -- Jessica
This is an outline of what we’ll be covering during our presentation.
*Read each item out loud*
This presentation will be posted on our own website as well as the conference website
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PROJECT INSPIRATION: Library Strategic Plan -- Wilda
- Started with a Strategic Plan/Direction, a continuation of prior projects.
- Increase digital services, promote culture, and to respond to the strategic plans of
the Library, Museum, and the Municipality.
- Strategically hiring staff.
- A guideline for moving forward, developing partnerships, setting goals, and being
ready for grant applications as they became available.
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Accessibility
More and more infrastructure and development the further outside of the major city
centres you go
Newcomers and shifting populations to rural towns; whether someone is a new family
to Eugenia or a widower has to move from their home of 50 years “into town” there is
always new development happening, new community initiatives, new people to meet
and groups being organized
The days of being able to call up a friend and ask to join a community group, or using
your church’s bulletin board as the sole place to find out upcoming events in your area,
are rapidly diminishing
With aging populations, information needs to get into the homes electronically;
television, radio, computer
With younger generations, the digital age of resources is natural and even expected –
creates a culture shock when families migrate from suburban centres to rural areas
that do have activities and programs, but aren’t necessarily communicated in a way
they are used to
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PROJECT REALIZATION: Grant Opportunities – Wilda
- CDF grant: Year 1 & 2
- Trillium: Year 2 & 3
- Grow grant: future growth
- Includes staff/equipment/training costs for years 1-3
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PROJECT INSPIRATION: Community Partners -- Wilda

Library
- Project lead
Museum
- Background in journalism and media
Municipality
- Description
Markdale Communications
- Communications/media expertise and advice
- Billboard platform experience
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VR734glBbtI
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EQUIPMENT & TOOLS: HARDWARE -- Lindsay
2 x Laptops – to create additional and mobile work spaces for staff (and for
presentation purposes)
2 x Mac computers – public computers with excellent video display,
2 x iPods – very mobile, user friendly, instant sharing
1 x Sony Handycam (HDR-CX900) – excellent video (esp. low light), user friendly, can
simultaneously take photos & video
1 x Tripod
1 x Lapel microphone
PLUS 4 TV SCREENS (1 x FL/KI branches+ 1 x museum + 1 x arena + 1 x municipal
offices)

Having multiple devices as well as a variety of devices allowed us to pick and choose a
device suited to specific situations.
For example, the iPod allows us to do live or instant sharing/reporting on social media.
The built-in camera allows for video recording (including time-lapse and slow-motion),
and apps give us quick creative controls that allows us to engage and respond instantly.
On the other hand, the handycam has proven to record very well in low-light
conditions, and overall has a much higher quality output
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EQUIPMENT & TOOLS : SOFTWARE -- Lindsay

Premiere Elements ($199 per license)
Loaded on to staff laptop, museum laptop, and both public Mac computers
Program used by staff to edit and stitch together videos, add background music, voiceand text-over.
One-stop production tool.
Publisher & PowerPoint
For anyone using Microsoft Office, these two products are great for developing
promotional material.
Staff use both Publisher and PowerPoint for creating posters, flyers, brochures and
other print material, but we also realized early on that PowerPoint presentations could
be saved as mp4s, allowing us to create more dynamic content for the channel – even
if no video was available.
The ability to create animated content with background music and voice-overs (as well
as embedded video) has proven to be very useful.
iOS Apps
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- iMovie
- Free photo & video apps
- Google Photos
- In order to provide instant access across our three-branch system to photos
and videos taken on the iPods, we installed the Google Photos app on both
iPods, which immediately uploads and syncs photo and video content. So a
picture or photo taken at one branch (or off-site) can be quickly accessed by
other staff for promotional purposes, such as uploading to Facebook. Within
the Google Photos app and web platform, there is something called Google
Assistant, which auto-creates video/gifs/slideshows. You can also create
your own, adding filters and whimsical music for creative, eye-catching, and
sharable content.
Dropbox Pro ($130 per year)
We have 6 staff across 3 locations and we all move around – working where we are
needed.
No local or wide area network (WAN/LAN) nor virtual private network (VPN).
Prior to this project, staff saved material to computer desktops and relied heavily on
USB devices to transfer or carry around working documents.
We knew moving forward, staff would need to have the ability to access and save
media in a more practical manner.
The library had already turned to cloud storage, using Dropbox for in-house slideshow
purposes, but media files can be large in size so we also recognized we would need
more storage capacity.
After considering various options, we decided to upgrade to Dropbox.
Buffer
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Photos and video taken on iPods sync with Google Photos. Google Photos has the
ability automatically (or manually) create little videos with filters and music, as well as
GIFs.
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EQUIPMENT & TOOLS : SOFTWARE -- Lindsay

Billboard (Capital Networks)
This web-based software is really the final piece of the puzzle that allow us to publish,
schedule, and control content that appears on the Cultural TV Channel. Our partner,
Markdale Communications, was already using this platform to manage content on
their “Community Channel” where they feature commercial advertising and
information relating to the weather, world news, sports headlines, lottery numbers,
etc. Their staff provided introductory training for the Billboard software, and created a
separate user-login that saved us from spending a huge chunk of change on an
individual license.
This is what Billboard looks like on a web browser.
Because we are a “child” account under Markdale Communication’s “parent” account,
we have a pared-down version that provides us only with what we really need to run
our channel:
- Post a Message
- Edit Messages
- View/Restore Expired Messages
- Edit Page Lists (order of content queue)
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EQUIPMENT & TOOLS : SOFTWARE -- Lindsay

Billboard contintued
This is what our Channel looks like on TV.
We have control over two areas – called magazines.
Local Events Area – shorter rotation
Poster Area – Still Images, or animated/video content
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MARKETING & PROMOTION -- Lindsay
When launching a new program, project or intitiative, one of the key stages is GETTING
THE WORD OUT!
We wanted to create both awareness AND involvement!
- Leading up to the Channel launch, the Library & Museum held cultural roundtables
to communicate our goals.
- We created news articles and announcements.
- One of our most successful methods of communicating with our community was
using unaddressed mailout flyers.
- At our launch party, we ensured representation and stakeholder buy-in from library
staff, board members, local politicians, our community partners, our funding
partners, members of the general public.
- We leveraged social media by using our existing platforms (Facebook and Twitter),
and created a YouTube account to act as both a chronological archive and as a
means to give our followers a taste of what was playing on their home TV and how
they in turn could leverage the Channel to promote their community group and/or
event.
- We developed training sessions for the community – which you’ll hear more about
in a few minutes.
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- We created a communications checklist to help ensure we don’t miss anything
(copies available at front)
- And Jessica developed a draft Content Marketing Strategy to help us identify our
marketing objectives, best practices, and a plan for growing our social media.
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MARKETING & PROMOTION -- Lindsay
- Nothing existed prior to the channel’s creation and launch; modified from social
media
- We wanted to ensure AODA standards were met
- We were inclusive with our definition of culture: to include not just art, but
literature, heritage, sports, and the shape of our local community.
- Focus on non-profit, non-commercial, community groups and organizations (E.g.
Jim’s Autobody shop can’t put an ad on the channel advertising their winter tire
sale, but we’ll feature their name/logo if they’re hosting/sponsoring a community
event).
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDQRmtVwi5I
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TRAINING RESOURCES -- Jessica

Library Staff Training
• Billboard, Capital Networks, Markdale Communications
• File formats (JPG, MP4), designing at 16:9 ratio, Colour Calibration
• Conference calls allowed demonstrations of what was available and
recommended, based on our needs as a non-profit organization and vision
for the channel, but also the technological needs, which was organized by
our partner Markdale Communications
• Video was certainly the end-game, but we began with still images (posters)
knowing it was a shorter training period to learn and teach, and was less
demanding on the hardware
• Our partners kept our vision to move into video content in mind for future
development and phases when assessing and choosing hardware from
Capital Networks
• The first focus was for staff to learn how to create text bulletins and graphic
posters, created by ourselves and then laterally by the community
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TRAINING RESOURCES -- Jessica

Still Images
• It was never our intention to be the sole creators of content – the purpose
of this channel is to create and collect culturally focused information within
our community
• Staff began honing poster design skills, and then began training interested
cultural groups on how to create their own promotional materials
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TRAINING RESOURCES -- Jessica

Still Images - SCREENSHOTS …
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TRAINING RESOURCES -- Jessica

• These training sessions were in-person, making use of the public computers
at the libraries, but information was also shared information online, on our
website.
• We shared a three-panel brochure which was made available as a take-away
item for in-person sessions; these are tips and tricks on general design
within the Microsoft Powerpoint program, and act as a reference guide that
include AODA compliant font types and colour schemes
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TRAINING RESOURCES -- Jessica
Handouts, templates, guidelines, video tutorials, etc.
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TRAINING RESOURCES -- Jessica
Handouts, templates, guidelines, video tutorials, etc.
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TRAINING RESOURCES -- Jessica
Handouts, templates, guidelines, video tutorials, etc.
• Also available on our website is a video tutorial – a screencast on how to
create, step-by-step, a promotional poster in Powerpoint
• These in-person sessions were not only effective training for community
groups, but were also an opportunity for awareness of the channel itself
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TRAINING RESOURCES -- Jessica

Video Production
• Hired freelance professionals to conduct free training classes for the
community, across different age groups and skill levels
• These freelancers were paid through grant funding, however the classes and
workshops themselves were free, at no cost to the community, in order to
encourage participation and attendance, and ensure anyone in the
community could access the teaching of these skills
• Contracted out different training sessions: in 2016 –
• Adults: 6 Week Intensive Course
• Adults: Intro/Intermediate Course
• In 2017 –
• Adults: Video training at the Museum (expanding sites of
knowledge/increasing availability to community)
• Youth: Stop Motion Animation
• Groups We Reached out to included: Agricultural Society, Local Museums,
Horticultural Society, Community Garden, Canadian Mental Health
Association, Theatre Groups, Artist Collectives, Sports Teams, Parents and
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Teachers at Elementary Schools, and so on
• Keep in mind: You typically don’t get people knocking down your door when
something new and innovative appears – We still hound these groups to get
involved, so if you take on a project similar to this, do not be discouraged by
a lack of initial buy-in. All it takes is one individual’s success story to begin
that encouragement, which we’ll be touching on a bit later.
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Mock video that shows what the Cultural TV Channel looks like.
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CONTENT -- JESSICA
Evolution of Channel
We began with mounted television screens and small computers running a
Windows Explorer slideshow during the three branches’ operational hours,
which could only be seen by library patrons who visited the libraries.
For three months after implementation, leading up the official launch of the
channel, staff uploaded to Billboard and worked out the learning curve,
without extending the channel publically
As we’ve mentioned, we began with still images (posters) which mimicked the
local Community Channel; videos would help differentiate the public
perspective of our offering to the community – and has actually inspired the
Community Channel to begin displaying muted video and animations
Students (Co-Op Students/Youth Intern Program, nee CAP)
Design programs are more and more prevalent in high schools these days
Taking advantage of existing partnerships and grants, we’ve been able to
embrace teenage students who come to us through Co-Op or young adults
through Youth Intern Programs (previously known as CAP)’s existing skill sets
These partnerships have provided us with students and young adults that come
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to us with, at the minimum, an intermediate level of video production and
graphic design knowledge: we’ve had co-op students who have gone on to
college level graphic design programs as well as film production programs
This creates a symbiotic relationship in which the work they do for us allows
them to enhance their portfolio, not just as work that they have completed for
the application process but also allows them to show that their work has been
published and made available to wide audiences
Students and young adults as also coming in with a fresh perspective – the
videos that have been made by our co-op student in the past few months were
telling similar stories in fresh and innovative ways, which creates a higher value
to the offering of the channel itself.
Promoting Cultural Groups Through Video
We make use of multiple social media platforms – Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
and YouTube
These digital spaces echo the content and offering of the channel
Our YouTube channel allows for community members without cable (as there
has been a trend over the past several years to move away from cable access in
the home) to allow for access to the content of the channel online
It also creates an easily accessible archive of out content – once an event has
taken place or an informational video has appeared on the channel for a certain
length of time, in order to keep things fresh and not overload the software,
they phase out. YouTube allows us to keep hold of everything we’ve ever put on
the channel, for free
It’s also very easy to embed YouTube videos onto our website, as well as
existing social media platforms
And finally this content can be recycled and reused! Where there is a time limit
on the channel, uploading content to YouTube means we can embed into social
media platforms tomorrow, six months from now, even next year.
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https://www.facebook.com/GreyHighlandsPL/videos/1811032722454055/
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Challenges (Wilda)
- Communication
- Backlash (challenge surrounding culture in the community – is the role of the
library/museum?)
- Community engagement (it requires a LOT of work!)
- Project management (multiple projects, getting new staff coming on board and up
to speed)
- Time (staff resources)
- Measurements of success (anecdotal value impact measurement)
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Successes (Wilda)
- Opportunities for community building/growth
- Opportunities for youth (YIP, co-op)
- Partnerships (The library and the museum are working together rather than be
territorial – together we’re stronger. Led to Canada 150 Committee)
- Story of Gayle’s quilt
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3XtyFAf2Xo
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Grow Grant
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TqSwVP7-bkY
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